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Abstract 
This paper provides an overview of techniques for extending the ICE-Linux monitoring for unsupported 
hardware and software environments. The primary focus is the configuration of the HP ProLiant DL100  
series servers running Linux® and supporting the Intelligent Platform Management Interface (IPMI), but 
any platform with compatible hardware and software is a possible candidate.  
 
This paper assumes you are already familiar with the ICE-Linux product’s monitoring configuration 
and features. 
 

ICE-Linux Overview 
HP ICE-Linux provides a complete deployment and monitoring environment for focused administrators 
focused on Linux. ICE-Linux combines existing best in class technologies such as HP Systems Insight 
manager, deployment technology from RLX Control Tower, and a number of open source packages 
commonly used by Linux administrators. The prominent packages involved in ICE-Linux monitoring 
included in ICE-Linux are: 
 
• Nagios® 
• Supermon 
• Syslog-ng 
• Round Robin Database (RRD) 
 

Nagios 
Nagios is a commonly deployed open source system and network monitoring application 
infrastructure. Nagios can be configured to monitor hosts and services that you define. Hosts and 
services report data returned through plug-ins. These scripts typically return a simple ok, warning, 
or critical exit status (0, 1, or 2, respectively) and an informational message on stdout. If 
problems occur, Nagios can alert the administrator using predefined methods such as email, SMS, or 
by invoking site specific notification tools. For more information, by visit the Nagios website at 
www.nagios.org.  
 
ICE-Linux configures Nagios to monitor hosts discovered by HP Systems Insight Manager. Each host is 
configured to collect a default set of information. A typical display might resemble the following: 
 
 

http://www.nagios.org/


 
Figure 1. Typical Nagios Display 

 

 
The specific services from the above screen capture are defined in this table: 
 
Service Description 
Environment Per-node temperature, fan, power supply, and other sensor information supplied 

by the platform. 
Load Average Per-node the load averages. Load averages are displayed for the 1, 5, and 15 

minute intervals. Values are compared to per-node thresholds defined in the 
/opt/hptc/nagios/etc/nagios_vars.ini file.  

Nodeinfo Per-node process and user information. Total processes, user (non-system) 
processes, and zombies, as well as user counts are compared against thresholds 
defined in the nagios_vars.ini file.  

Syslog Alerts Per-node alerts that match patterns found in the 
/opt/hptc/nagios/etc/syslogAlertRules file. Clicking a hyper-link in 
the status text displays previously found patterns. 

System Event 
log 

Per-node alerts that match patterns found in the 
/opt/hptc/nagios/etc/selRules file. The System Event Log is collected 
through the management processor, either an iLO or an IPMI BMC. System Events 
are hardware-related alerts such as memory errors, power supply faults, and so 
on. 

System Free 
Space 

Per-node free space status. This is compared to thresholds defined in the 
nagios_vars.ini file. 

Configuration Per-node configuration information and quick reference for the ICE-Linux assigned 
simple node name.  

 
ICE-Linux gathers data using the platform specific management processor, iLO or IPMI, as well as OS 
provided metrics such as load average, nodeinfo, system free space and so on. Other information 
such as syslog alerts is obtained from the consolidated log file, 
/hptc_cluster/adm/logs/consolidated.log . The shaded rows in the table above indicate 
services that use mond to collect their data. This information is stored in a Round Robin Database 
(RRD) for future reference and to enable graphical displays. All non-shaded information is collected 
without agents and is therefore available for any host being monitored by ICE-Linux. In addition to the 
metrics displayed and tracked by Nagios, additional metrics are also captured and stored in RRDs. 
You can find (and customize) the list of captured metrics in the nagios_vars.ini file. 
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Collection through a Management Processor  
ICE-Linux supports management processors using both iLO and IPMI protocols for gathering sensor 
and system event log information. To access a system’s management processor, credentials need to 
be configured in SIM. The Environment and System Event Log (SEL) services access the management 
processor to gather sensor and SEL information. ICE-Linux automatically configures iLO-equipped 
systems to collect this data; however, IPMI-based management processors are not currently discovered 
by HP SIM, so a manual step is required to support them. 
 

Collecting Metrics through OS agents 
ICE-Linux installs two small management agents on each of the managed systems to collect operating 
system metrics; they are the Supermon mond daemon and the Nagios Remote Plugin Executor, nrpe. 
The mond daemon is used for all local OS metrics collection. The nrpe plug-in is only used by ICE-
Linux for control operations (reconfiguration requests), not for periodic data collection.  
 
The ICE-Linux agents are built to be generic. These agents can be deployed to any Linux platform.  
Any x86-based Linux platform that can run the agents can be monitored by ICE-Linux.  
 
Syslog Collection 
ICE-Linux configures syslog or syslog-ng on each host to forward events to a global syslog-ng 
log aggregator running on the HP SIM Central Management Server (CMS). The resulting log is saved 
on the CMS to the /hptc_cluster/adm/logs/consolidated.log file. This information is 
periodically scanned by the Nagios Syslog Alert Monitor plug-in and checked for known patterns as 
defined in the syslogAlertRules file. This information is collected without the need for any ICE-
Linux specific agents on Linux platforms. 
 

Procedure for Monitoring Other Linux platforms 
The following steps describe the procedure to configure ICE-Linux to monitor any Linux based system 
with hardware BMC and IPMI over LAN capability. 
 
These steps are: 
Step 1: Discover Systems in HP SIM 
Step 2: Establish SSH Keys and Deploy Management Agents 
Step 3: Verify ipmitool Connectivity and Credentials 
Step 4: Adding Management Processor Credentials to HP SIM 
Step 5: Assign ICE-Linux License to Host 
Step 6: Update ICE-Linux Management Services 
Step 7: Run the addbmc UtilityStep 8: Resynchronize Management Data 
Step 9: Update Menu Option 
 

Step 1: Discover Systems in HP SIM 
Use the HP SIM Options Discover menu entry to add the IP address for the target system and the IP 
address for its corresponding IPMI port. 



 
Figure 2. Discovering the demos Server  

 

 
The above example shows the results of discovering the DL145 system named demos and its IPMI 
interface, demos-cp. Note that the demos-cp entry does not have a Product or OS name because 
HP SIM does not recognize this system as an IPMI interface. 
 

Step 2: Establish SSH Keys and Deploy Management Agents 
You need to configure the system to be managed by HP SIM before proceeding. This step enables HP 
SIM to establish a trust relationship with the managed system that will allow ICE-Linux to configure the 
system for monitoring. This procedure is identical to the one described in the sections titled “Setting 
Up Managed Systems for Monitoring” and “Deploying ICE-Linux Management Agents” in the HP 
Insight Control Environment for Linux User's Guide. 
 
Configuring Agends and HP SIM SSH Keys 
To configure the system with HP SIM, select the Configure → Configure or Repair Agents menu item 
from the HP SIM GUI to configure agents and configure HP SIM SSH keys on target managed 
systems. 
 
This task must complete successfully before you can continue. 
 
For more information about completing this task, see the HP Systems Insight Manager 5.2 Technical 
Reference Guide, the HP SIM online help. 
 
Deploying ICE-Linux Management Agents 
To gather monitoring data from managed systems, you must deploy the ICE-Linux management agents 
to all managed systems. Doing so enables Nagios and Supermon to collect data from managed 
systems. 
. 
IMPORTANT: This task requires that the HP SIM SSH keys are successfully configured on all 
managed systems. For more information, see the section titled “Configuring Agents and HP SIM SSH 
Keys” in the HP Insight Control Environment for Linux User's Guide. 
 
Follow this procedure to deploy the management agents to all managed systems in the 
{collection_name}_Servers subcollection: 
 
1. Select the HP SIM GUI Deploy→Deploy Drivers, Firmware and Agents→ICE-Linux Management-

→Install Agents... menu item. 
2. Select the {collection_name}_Servers subcollection as the target. Click Next. 
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3. When processing is complete, select the Tasks & Logs→View Task Results menu item to review the 
log files to determine if the operation was successful. 

4. Click the Stdout and Stderr tabs on the tasks results screen to see more information. The 
operation is successful if the exit code is 0 (zero): 

Status: Complete 
Exit code: 0 

Step 3: Verify ipmitool Connectivity and Credentials 
Before you can configure the BMC, you need to determine the version and IP address of your IPMI 
based LAN device. The following command is arbitrary; it simply verifies if the authentication and the 
selection of lanplus for IPMI v2 protocol is correct. For IPMI v1 you would specify the –I lan 
option.   
 
With the IP and correct protocol type, you can run the following test command: 
 
# ipmitool -H demos-cp.example.com -I lanplus -U admin mc info 
Password: ******** 
info 
Device ID                 : 0 
Device Revision           : 3 
Firmware Revision         : 1.25 
IPMI Version              : 2.0 
Manufacturer ID           : 3973 
Manufacturer Name         : Unknown (0xf85) 
Product ID                : 0 (0x0000) 
Device Available          : yes 
Provides Device SDRs      : no 
Additional Device Support : 
    Sensor Device 
    SDR Repository Device 
    SEL Device 
    FRU Inventory Device 
    IPMB Event Receiver 
    Bridge 
    Chassis Device 
Aux Firmware Rev Info     :  
    0x00 
    0x00 
    0x00 
    0x30 
 

If authentication fails, you need to configure the proper authorization. The procedure for this varies by 
IPMI device, however. For most systems you can set up the authorizations by gaining access to the 
IPMI console device as follows: 
 
# ipmitool -H demos-cp.example.com -I lanplus -U admin user list 
Password: 
ID  Name             Callin  Link Auth  IPMI Msg   Channel Priv Limit 
1                    false   true       true       Unknown (0x0) 
2   Operator         false   true       true       Unknown (0x0) 
3   admin            false   true       true       Unknown (0x0) 
 

However, this requires knowledge of the username and password, so initial configuration must be 
performed through the IPMI console. Consult the hardware documentation because this procedure 
varies and is outside the scope of this white paper. 
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Step 4: Adding Management Processor Credentials to HP SIM 
After the IPMI username and password are established, you need to add the credential information 
into the HP SIM node security store: 
 
# mxnodesecurity -a -p icelx_mp_svc_acc -c USERNAME:PASSWORD \ 
  -n demos-cp.example.com 
Credential added for node: "demos-cp.example.com" 

 
Where USERNAME is your selected username, typically admin, and PASSWORD is your chosen 
password. Note that this step is unnecessary if the username and password are the same as the 
global iLO username and passwords provided in the Configure→Management 
Processor→Credentials screen. The tag icelx_mp_svc_acc is a system constant that ICE-Linux uses 
to retrieve login credentials for the management processor, in this case, the IPMI over LAN device. 
 

Step 5: Assign ICE-Linux License to Host 
ICE-Linux requires a license for each system to be managed. The license is typically assigned during 
deployment, but can also be assigned directly using the Deploy License Manager menu entry. 
 

Step 6: Update ICE-Linux Management Services 
Add demos.example.com to the icelx_Servers monitoring collection and rerun 
Options→Configure ICE-Linux Management Services. When this operation completes, you should see 
something similar to the following output of the shownode info command: 
 
# shownode info 
 
ICELX Name |Host IP      |Host Name |FQ Host Name         |MP IP        |MP Type 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
icelx1     |xx.xx.xx.46  |demos     |demos.example.com    |Unknown      |Unknown 
icelx2     |xx.xx.xx.32  |saturn    |saturn.example.com   |xx.xx.xx.33  |ILO 
icelx3     |xx.xx.xx.28  |jupiter   |jupiter.example.com  |xx.xx.xx.29  |ILO2 
icelx4     |xx.xx.xx.36  |uranus    |uranus.example.com   |xx.xx.xx.37  |ILO2  

 

Step 7: Run the addbmc Utility 
The ICE-Linux addbmc command allows an association to be made between a system and its IPMI 
based management processor. This can be done from an input file or by providing the necessary 
information on the command line. The information required is the ICE-Linux (simple) node name, the 
name or the IP of the management processor, and the IPMI protocol version (v1 or v2). You can 
determine the simple node name with the shownode info command as demonstrated here: 
 
# addbmc --help 
addbmc [--help] [--file filelist] [[simplename sim-cp-name type] ... ] 
 
    --help 
    --file filelist  An input filelist in the following 
                     format:  simplename sim-cp-name type 
 
     simplename      Simple nodename (see shownode info) 
     sim-cp-name     Name of BMC port as known to SIM (mxnode -ld sim-cp-name) 
     type            v1 or v2 or lan or lanplus 
 
     where type is: 
           v1 = ipmi V1 protocol (ipmitool -I lan) 
           v2 = ipmi V2 protocol (ipmitool -I lanplus) 

 
# addbmc icelx1 demos-cp.example.com v2 
# shownode info 
 



ICELX Name |Host IP      |Host Name |FQ Host Name         |MP IP                |MP Type 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
icelx1     |xx.xx.xx.46  |demos     |demos.example.com    |demos-cp.example.com |dl1v3 
icelx2     |xx.xx.xx.32  |saturn    |saturn.example.com   |xx.xx.xx.33          |ILO 
icelx3     |xx.xx.xx.28  |jupiter   |jupiter.example.com  |xx.xx.xx.29          |ILO2 
icelx4     |xx.xx.xx.36  |uranus    |uranus.example.com   |xx.xx.xx.37          |ILO2 

 

Step 8: Resynchronize Management Data 
You need two more commands to synchronize the newly defined management processor type on the 
new host, demos. These commands rebuild the per-node management data and push the new file to 
all managed systems. This is normally done automatically during the Options→Configure ICE-Linux 
Management Services menu command, however, because the management processor type was 
redefined after this occurred, it needs to be rerun. 
 
# /opt/hptc/bin/setup_management_services --buildmgmtdataini  
# /opt/hptc/bin/setup_management_services -–pushmgmtdataini 

 
At this time, the system demos shows up properly in the Nagios display and as of the next sensor 
collection cycle, data should be available in the associated RRD.  
 
# shownode metrics sensors 
Timestamp            |Node_Id |Name          |Value  |Description 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
2008-04-21 11:15:25  |icelx3  |Sensor count  |21     |Sensors within threshold; ok 
2008-04-21 11:15:26  |icelx2  |Sensor count  |7      |Sensors within threshold; ok 
2008-04-21 11:15:25  |icelx4  |Sensor count  |14     |Sensors within threshold; ok 
2008-04-21 11:15:25  |icelx1  |Sensor count  |26     |Sensors within threshold; ok 

 

 
Figure 3. Nagios Environment Display for Server demos  

 

 

Step 9: Update Menu Option 
You must repeat steps 5, 6, and 7 each time you run Options→Configure ICE-Linux Management 
Services. You can automate this process so that the ICE-Linux menu operations include these steps by 
default. To update the Options→Configure ICE-Linux Management Services menu option you first 
need to capture the existing definition in an XML file. This file should be saved as a backup in case 
the original menu item needs to be restored.  
 
The first step is to capture the existing definition: 
 
# mxtool -lf -t "Configure ICE-Linux Management Services" \    
>/opt/hptc/nagios/etc/originaltdef.xml 
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The file will look similar to the following, but not exactly: 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<tool-list> 
    <ssa-command-tool name="Configure ICE-Linux Management Services" 
guid="00000019bb3a62fe00000005000000a3" revision="1.0" accepts-
targets="false"> 
        <category>ICE-Linux Tools</category> 
        <description>Configures the ICE-Linux management and monitoring 
services</description> 
        <comment>This tool always runs on the CMS</comment> 
        <default-target>uranus</default-target> 
        <execute-as-user>root</execute-as-user> 
        <toolbox-enabled value="true" /> 
        <toolbox toolbox-name="ICE-Linux Tools" /> 
        <ssa-block> 
            <command command-type="stdout" 
log="false">/opt/hptc/config/sbin/setup --batch --ihifile 
/opt/hptc/config/icelx/cconfig_batch_ihi.ini</command> 
        </ssa-block> 
        <attribute name="help-stucture-source"></attribute> 
        <attribute name="menu-path">Options</attribute> 
        <attribute name="help-
url">/mxhelp/mxportal/MxHelpMapper.jsp?appid=icelx-
monitor&amp;topic=configserver</attribute> 
        <attribute name="help-index-terms"></attribute> 
        <attribute name="help-locale-index">en</attribute> 
        <attribute name="help-base-url">../../../icelx-
monitor</attribute> 
        <attribute name="i18n-attrs">TOOL,mxtools</attribute> 
    </ssa-command-tool> 
</tool-list> 
 
Copy the file to a new working copy: 
 
# cp –p /opt/hptc/nagios/etc/originaltdef.xml \ 
/opt/hptc/nagios/etc/newtdef.xml 

 

Now edit the newtdef.xml file. Locate this line (it appears as one line in the file but is presented in 
two lines because of spacing considerations): 
 
<command command-type="stdout" log="false">/opt/hptc/config/sbin/setup --
batch --ihifile /opt/hptc/config/icelx/cconfig_batch_ihi.ini</command> 

And change that line to the following: 
 
<command command-type="stdout" log="false">/opt/hptc/config/sbin/setup --
batch --ihifile /opt/hptc/config/icelx/cconfig_batch_ihi.ini; addbmc 
icelx1 demos-cp.example.com v2; 
/opt/hptc/bin/setup_management_services --buildmgmtdataini ; 
/opt/hptc/bin/setup_management_services –pushmgmtdataini </command> 

 
Where the addbmc icelx demos-cp.example.com v2 command uses your site-specific 
parameters. The addbmc command supports a –file option that could also be used here for larger 
system counts. After editing, the new definition needs to be installed into HP SIM: 
 
# mxtool –m –f /opt/hptc/nagios/etc/newtdef.xml –x force 

 



Now any administrator who reconfigures ICE-Linux also updates the IPMI related information 
automatically. 
 

Customization 
ICE-Linux supports a wide variety of configuration options. Many of these options can be controlled 
from the file nagios_vars.ini file. This file contains system-specific customizations, such as 
thresholds, system settings, and other configuration information. The nagios_vars.ini file is 
located in /opt/hptc/nagios/etc/nagios_vars.ini. Depending on the platform there can be 
upwards of 10 to even 50 individual sensors types. Although each sensor can be monitored and 
individually archived, many sensors are static or seldom change. By default, ICE-Linux configures 
sensor monitoring to make the most efficient use of space, this display format is referred to as 
summary mode.  A sensor scan is done on all available sensors and if all are within defined 
thresholds, a single entry is recorded such as: 
 
Sensor count (26 Sensors within threshold: ok)  

 
If one or more sensors were outside thresholds, the summary count would be reduced and each of 
those individual sensors would be logged separately. This method has the benefit of saving space and 
reducing activity on the management station. It has the disadvantage of disabling the ability to graph 
sensor values historically. When displaying sensors in summary mode through Nagios HP Graph you 
might see the following graphic: 

 
Figure 4. Nagios HP Graph OK Graphic 

 

 
 
This indicates that all sensors were ok, as the OK superimposed on the graph indicates, but no 
detailed information is available. You can choose to expand and archive several types of sensors 
(such as temperature or voltage sensors) on a permanent basis. This can be easily configured using 
the nagios_vars.ini file. The nagios_vars.ini file is essentially an .ini format file with 
some additional structure. There are a number of sections, denoted by the bracket characters ([ ]) 
around a name, in the example below it is sensorConfiguration. The actual section name has 
no special meaning; it is for documentation only. Each section in the nagios_vars.ini file has a 
nodes variable. The nodes variable defines the list of systems that subsequent section variables will 
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be applied to. In the example below, nodes are set using some predefined macro values, which will 
expand to each node defined in the ICE-Linux monitoring collection, for example, nodes=icelx[1-
4] or nodes=icelx1,icelx2,icelx3,icelx4 (either format is acceptable). Variables in this 
section will override any previously defined variables for the same nodes in previous sections. There 
are many variables used by the various plug-ins and commands of ICE-Linux. For example, to enable 
just CPU and SYS temperature values, uncomment the SENSORPRINT0 and SENSORPRINT1 
variables. These represent patterns that are matched against sensor names and those matches will be 
individually archived. The SENSORPRINT variables must end in a numeric such as 0, 1, and so on. 
 
[SensorConfiguration] 
 

# 
# Note that the settings in this section apply to 
#  all nodes defined in the "nodes=" parameter.  By 
#  default, we include all nodes in the system. 
# 
    nodes=%PREFIX%[%ALL%] 
 

. 

. 

. 

 

#   Note any sensors matched by the following patterns will be 
#   individually archived and viewable through shownode metrics sensors 
#   any sensors not matched will be reported as a single group 
#   status when it is within threshold.  Any sensor reporting 
#   outside of its thresholds will always be individually archived. 
 
#       SENSORPRINT0 = CPU[0-9]+ TEMP 
#       SENSORPRINT1 = SYS TEMP 
 
# FULLSENSORLISTING can be set to 1 to force all sensors to 
#  be archived individually.  This will require more database 
#  storage but provides the most history.   This overrides 
#  any SENSORPRINT* pattern. 
 

#       FULLSENSORLISTING = 1 can be customized 
 
FULLSENSORLISTING can be enabled in place of the SENSORPRINT values. This will override any 
SENSORPRINT setting above and result in all sensor information being individually archived. This is 
not recommended because it will create many unnecessary RRD archives. 
 

Summary 
ICE-Linux has the latent capability to monitor any Linux x86 or x64 based system. The addbmc utility 
provides you with the ability to associate a DL100 series server with its IPMI management processor. 
The nagios_vars.ini file allows a wide range of customizations for both sensor information and 
plug-in thresholds. Future releases of ICE-Linux will integrate the IPMI based monitoring features into 
the core product. Therefore, the information in this white paper may not be relevant in future ICE-Linux 
releases. 
 

 



For more information  
www.hp.com/go/ice-linux 
 
www.nagios.org (Nagios) 
 
oss.oetiker.ch/rrdtool  (RRDtool) 
 
supermon.sourceforge.net (Supermon) 
 
www.balabit.com/products/syslog_ng (Syslog_ng) 
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